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PuppyPurse Honored by Swiss Museum

PuppyPurse has been invited to participate in an exhibit entitled “Bêtes de Style” at the Musée
de Design et d’Arts Appliqués Contemporains (Museum of Design and Contemporary Applied
Arts) in Lausanne, Switzerland. The exhibit, which will run from October 12, 2006 to February
11, 2007, explores the relationship between humans and their pets.

Oradell, NJ & Sarasota, FL (PRWEB) May 26, 2006 -- PuppyPurse will be featured in an exhibit entitled
“Bêtes de Style” at the Musée de Design et d’Arts Appliqués Contemporains (Museum of Design and
Contemporary Applied Arts) in Lausanne, Switzerland, Hedy Grant, the co-owner with Suzanne Sherman of
PuppyPurse, announced today.Ms. Grant said, “We are extremely honored to be included in such a wonderful
exhibit at this magnificent and innovative museum.” Three PuppyPurses will be on display. The exhibit, which
will run from October 12, 2006 to February 11, 2007, explores the relationship between humans and their pets.

The museum’s exhibits focus on the area where the fields of design, applied arts, and contemporary art intersect
and examine their interactions and influences on each other. The exhibit, whether thematic or monographic in
nature, put commercial objects and objets d’art together to astonish, challenge, intellectually stimulate, and
amuse the viewers.

PuppyPurse is a unique, innovative, open-air, hands-free pet carrier designed to be functional and practical as
well as artistic and stylish. While reducing stress on a person’s arm, the PuppyPurse cocoons a small healthy
pup or an arthritic one safely, comfortably, and elegantly by it’s person side heartbeat to heartbeat. PuppyPurse
has been featured in The New YorkTimes, Animal Fair, Pet Age, The Leader-Post (Canada), New YorkDog,
Scottsdale, Greenwich, and other media, and is sold in pet boutiques worldwide. PuppyPurse is available in
more than fifty gorgeous fabrics and magnificent colors all of which can be seen at www.puppypurse.com.

“PuppyPurse makes it easier to take your dog with you whether you’re shopping, fly fishing, or just taking a
walk,” said Ms. Sherman. “And nothing gets in the way of snuggling and kissing your baby whenever you want
to.”

For additional information, please contact Hedy Grant or visit www.puppypurse.com. PuppyPurse is a
registered trademark of The Original PuppyPurse Carrier System.

About the Company: Co-owners Suzanne Sherman (originally from Lexington, MA) and Hedy Grant
(originally from Brooklyn, NY) met at law school in New Hampshire. They practiced law in adjoining counties
in New Jersey for many years before inspiration struck in 2004 in the form of Sammy,Ms. Sherman’s baby
Maltese, who wanted to be with her all the time and now, thanks to PuppyPurse, he is.
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Contact Information
Hedy Grant
PUPPYPURSE
http://www.puppypurse.com
201-262-6878

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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